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Ab initio tight-binding description of morphology-dependent resonance in a bisphere
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Morphology-dependent resonance~MDR! of the electric field in a bisphere is investigated with respect to the
electromagnetic energy stored within the spheres. The energy spectra clearly reveal the fine structure of the
bonding and antibonding branches originating from the Mie resonance of a single sphere. The electric field
distribution can directly provide information on the formation of the bonding and antibonding states. On the
basis of this detailed information, we establish theab initio tight-binding ~TB! formalism of the MDR in a
bishpere. The single-mode TB model combined with the linearization of the phase shift clarifies the meaning
of the overlap integral. It also gives a qualitative explanation of the MDR. By dividing the Mie resonance
modes into the relevant modes and the reservoir modes and incorporating the latter perturbationally, it is shown
that the double-mode TB model can reproduce the exact numerical results fairly well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the Mie resonance in a single sphere ha
long history of research since the work of Mie1 and Debye.2,3

Detailed investigations of its features have been carried
both experimentally and theoretically.4,5 On the basis of this
research, its study has matured enough to provide us w
wide range of applications such as lasing in a single sph
by using extremely highQ values of the Mie resonance.6,7

The sharp resonance in a single sphere has naturally
voked an interest in the cooperative resonant scattering f
a cluster of spheres. This resonance is generally called
morphology-dependent resonance~MDR!. Extensive work
has also been devoted to clarify the MDR’s, mainly focus
on a bisphere.8–13

In analogy to the quantum-mechanical formation of t
molecular orbits, it is expected that the interaction betwe
spheres brings about the bonding and antibonding state
the electromagnetic field. These states can be expressed
linear combination of the Mie resonance states of e
sphere. In fact, Fuller has observed numerically that the e
tromagnetic coupling between spheres causes the na
Mie resonance to split into distinct, relatively broad pea
and dips in the forward-scattering spectrum of the bispher12

This split is more clearly observed in the recent photolum
nescence study of the photonic molecule.14 The photonic
molecule is made from a pair of photonic dots that a
coupled by narrow channels. By comparing the emiss
peak energies with the calculated eigenmode energies,
found that the optical modes in photonic molecules exh
strong similarities to those of the electronic states in diato
molecules.

We have also made a photoluminescence study of a
sphere and found that the coupling between spheres cau
split of the degenerate Mie resonance modes.15 A clear level
crossing is observed between the Mie resonance mode
changing the radius of one of the spheres. These results
in good agreement with the numerical results. In addition
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~12!/7976~22!/$15.00
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phenomenological tight-binding model is shown to rep
duce the level crossing fairly well. This work opens up a n
possibility to describe MDR’s by the tight-binding model.

The phenomenological tight-binding model has also be
used very recently to reproduce the band structure of t
dimensional~2D! photonic band-gap~PBG! lattices com-
posed of cylinders.16 The PBG materials are artificially
manufactured materials having a periodic dielectric const
They have attracted considerable interest because of
potentiality to control the electromagnetic states.17–20 Theo-
retical and experimental researches are now in progres
many areas of pure and applied physics. For example,
have shown recently that the periodically arranged sphere
2D show huge enhancement of the electric field near
spheres.21,22 This enhancement is due to the evanescent fi
and is experimentally observed by using the scanning n
field optical microscopy~SNOM!.23 However, the research i
limited at present to the region of lower-order Mie res
nances. The conventional method to describe the propaga
of electric fields between spheres encounters serious num
cal difficulties in the higher-order resonance region. T
limitation also applies to the band-structure calculation. If,
shown by Lidorikiset al.,16 the propagation of electric field
is described by the tight-binding model, one can design
band structure of PBG materials over a wide range of f
quency in a handy and highly efficient way.

To establish the tight-binding description of MDR’s a
accurate knowledge of the resonance positions is indisp
able. For this purpose, the original Mie resonance of a sin
sphere should be as sharp as possible. Lower resona
have broader peaks due to the lower values ofQ so that the
split, if it exists, would be smeared out. In fact, Fuller
finding of the split in the bisphere is related to the mode
l 539.12 The split of thel 516 mode seems not so clear com
pared with that ofl 539. Higher values ofl inevitably re-
quire the enormous increase of the computation time for
evaluation of expansion coefficients of the vector addit
theorem.24–26 Although efficient recurrence relations for ex
7976 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 7977AB INITIO TIGHT-BINDING DESCRIPTION OF . . .
pansion coefficients were successively found by Bruning
Lo,9 Fuller,12 Mackowski,13 and Xu,27 it is still difficult to
deal with a higher-order MDR for a general configuration
spheres. However, this difficulty can be greatly relieved i
uniaxial system, i.e., a linear chain of spheres. To obtain
precise information of MDR’s, therefore, we concentrate
the simplest system, i.e., a bisphere. Still, this simple sys
does not lose any essential feature of the MDR’s as sh
by the work of Fuller.12

Another difficulty in the study of MDR’s has its origin in
the history of research. The MDR’s are traditionally inves
gated from the viewpoint of scattering cross sections. T
scattering cross section is usually governed by the low
order resonances. The higher-order resonance appears
tiny but very sharp peak or dip in the scattering spectru
Use of the backward~radar! cross section seems to be prom
ising because higher-order resonances appear as rathe
tense peaks or dips.5 However, even in this case, lower-ord
resonances still dominate the spectrum.

In this respect, recent photoluminescence studies
MDR’s deserve special attention. The photoluminescence
tensity is proportional to the field intensity within sphere
The field intensity can be measured by the internal elec
magnetic energy. The internal energy is given as a sum
the bilinear product of the expansion coefficients in terms
the vector spherical harmonics. In contrast, the total sca
ing cross section is linear owing to the optical theorem3

Therefore, the bilinear dependence of the internal energ
expected to suppress the contribution from lower-order re
nances and enables us to observe clearly the split of hig
order Mie resonances. In addition, the internal energy pla
crucial role in lasing because it gives a direct measure of
quality factorQ. Thus, the first goal of our paper is to dete
mine accurately the positions of MDR’s by using the intern
energy spectra.

We also present the electric field distribution within ea
sphere.12,28 This visualizes the bonding and antibondin
states directly. In addition, it would yield salient informatio
on the more efficient excitation of dye molecules with
spheres by the incident field. Interpretations of various f
tures of the internal field are based on the analysis of nor
modes of the Mie resonance in a single sphere.

Our second goal is to establish theab initio tight-binding
formalism of MDR’s. So far, all the analyses have pheno
enologically introduced the transfer or overlap integrals
tween spheres. This is in analogy to the tight-binding
scription of the band structure in insulators a
semiconductors.29 Rigorously speaking, however, this ana
ogy does not hold because the Mie resonance states ar
bound within the sphere.1,3 The electromagnetic field outsid
the sphere decays as 1/r for r→`. This extended behavio
does not guarantee the convergence of the overlap inte
between the resonance states of the neighboring sph
Therefore, the key to this problem is a working definition
the overlap integral.

Combined use of the variational principle and the Gree
function gives one possibility. The variational method can
extended to the scattering problem via the use of the Gre
function.30 The Green’s function formalism has already be
established by several authors.31–33 This approach, however
d
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does not give us a transparent definition of the overlap in
gral.

In the present work, instead, we start with an orthod
formulation of the problem based on the vector spheri
harmonics expansion and derive a simple and handy ti
binding equation that clarifies the meaning of the over
integral. In addition, it gives almost all the qualitative expl
nations of the characteristic features of MDR’s in a bisphe
It should be noted that in our approach the overlap integ
can be evaluated exactly. In this sense, the present forma
can be called theab initio tight-binding model.

To take a further step toward a quantitative understand
of MDR’s we have to deal with the peak broadening, i.e.,
energy dissipation. The energy dissipation is observed to
crease significantly in a bisphere.12 This is due to the inter-
action of the relevant mode~e.g.,l 539) with the lower dis-
sipative resonance modes of the neighboring sphere. S
the control of the energy dissipation in the multisphere s
tem is of great interest, it is desirable to include the effect
dissipation via lower resonance modes in the tight-bind
formalism.

Now, the lower resonance modes are not only dissipa
but they have an enormous amount of freedom. This sit
tion reminds us of the reservoir modes in the theory of p
jection operator for the evolution of the density matrix.34 In
the projection operator theory, the whole system is divid
into the relevant system and the reservoir, and the reser
modes are treated perturbationally. In the present pa
therefore, we follow this procedure and take into account
lower resonance modes perturbationally.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we descr
the bisphere system and derive the basic equation to d
mine the internal fields. We also give the expressions of
internal energy and scattering cross sections. Section I
devoted to the presentation and interpretation of various
tures of MDR’s such as the dependence of the internal
ergy on the incidence angle and on the distance betw
spheres. Some of the MDR peaks are chosen to study
internal field distribution. All the results in Sec. III are ob
tained by the exact numerical calculation of the basic eq
tion. In Sec. IV, we present the single-mode tight-bindi
~SMTB! model and discuss qualitatively the various prop
ties of MDR’s presented in Sec. III. The SMTB model
extended to the double-mode version in Sec. V to clas
each mode into two groups: the relevant mode and the
ervoir mode. Then, the reservoir modes are perturbation
incorporated in the double-mode tight-binding~DMTB!
model. Various quantities are numerically evaluated a
compared with the results presented in Sec. III. Section V
devoted to further discussion and summary.

II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

Let us consider two nonmagnetic spheres on thez axis at
R1 andR2 separated by a distanced in the vacuum as shown
in Fig. 1. Each sphere has a radiusai and a uniform dielectric
constant« i . A linearly polarized plane wave impinges upo
the spheres with its amplitudeE0 and wave vectork0. The
wave vectork0 is parallel to thexz plane and makes an ang
u with the z axis. E0 is parallel either to thexz plane (xz
polarization! or to they axis (y polarization!.
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7978 PRB 62H. MIYAZAKI AND Y. JIMBA
The internal, scattered, and incident fields of thei th
sphere,Ew, Es, andEinc, are expanded by the vector sphe
cal harmonics~VSH’s! $El ,m

b % of the spherei. By writing r i

5r2Ri5(r i ,u i ,f i) in spherical coordinates, they are give
as

Ew~r i !5 (
b5M ,N

(
l 51

`

(
m52 l

l

al ,m
i ,b El ,m

b ~ j l ,kir i ,u i ,f i !,

~2.1a!

Es~r i !5 (
b5M ,N

(
l 51

`

(
m52 l

l

bl ,m
i ,b El ,m

b ~hl
(1) ,k0r i ,u i ,f i !,

~2.1b!

Einc~r i !5 (
b5M ,N

(
l 51

`

(
m52 l

l

cl ,m
i ,b El ,m

b ~ j l ,k0r i ,u i ,f i !.

~2.1c!

Here,k05uk0u and ki5A« ik0 are the wave numbers in th
vacuum and within the sphere i, respectively.
El ,m

b ( f ,kr,u,f) is a VSH of the transverse electric~TE!
mode forb5M or the transverse magnetic~TM! mode for
b5N.35 The functionf 5 f (kr) is either the spherical Besse
function j l(kr) or the spherical Hankel function of the firs
kind hl

(1)(kr). The definition of the VSH’s is given in Ap-

FIG. 1. Bisphere aligned along thez axis. Each sphere has th
radiusai and the dielectric constant« i . Spheres are centered atR1

andR2 separated by a distanced. A plane electromagnetic field o
amplitudeE0 is incident with the wave vectork0 . k0 lies on thexz
plane and makes an angleu with the z axis.E0 is either within the
xz plane (xz polarization! or parallel to they axis (y polarization!.
pendix A. We also give in Appendix B the explicit expre
sion and symmetry relations of$cl ,m

i ,b % for the incident plane
wave.

The scattered field from one sphere is the additional in
dent field for the other sphere. To satisfy the boundary c
dition on the surface of each sphere, therefore, we expand
scattered field from thej th sphere in terms of the VSH’s o
the i th sphere. This is done by using the following vect
addition theorem:

El ,m
b ~hl

(1) ,k0r j ,u j ,f j !

5 (
g5M ,N

(
p51

`

(
q52p

p

Ep,q
g ~ j p ,k0r i ,u i ,f i !Ap,q; l ,m

g,b ~k0 ,Rj i !,

~2.2!

where Rj i 5Ri2Rj . The expansion coefficient
Ap,q; l ,m

g,b (k0 ,Rj i ) are obtained either by a direct evaluation
the Wigner 3-j symbols26 or by the recurrence relation o
Mackowski.13 They are summarized in Appendix C. In th
case of a bisphere along thez axis, the summation overq in
Eq. ~2.2! is limited to onlyq5m.

Since the present work focuses on the internal field,
derive an equation relating the internal field to the incide
plane wave. The boundary condition combined with the v
tor addition theorem yields the following basic equation f
al ,m

i ,b :

ai
2~cotd l

i ,b2 i !ãl ,m
i ,b 2 i (

j (Þ i )
(

g5M ,N
(
p51

`

aj
2Al ,m;p,m

b,g

3~k0 ,Rj i !ãp,m
j ,g

5 c̃l ,m
i ,b . ~2.3!

Here, cotdl
i,b , ãl ,m

i ,b , andc̃l ,m
i ,b are introduced to symmetrize th

equation

ãl ,m
i ,b [ .Dl

i ,bal ,m
i ,b ,

c̃l ,m
i ,b [2

1

k0
cl ,m

i ,b ,

cotd l
i ,b[ i S 12

,Dl
i ,b

.Dl
i ,bD . ~2.4!

The functions,Dl
i ,b and .Dl

i ,b are defined as

,Dl
i ,M5kihl

(1)~k0ai ! j l8~kiai !2k0hl
(1)8~k0ai ! j l~kiai !,

~2.5a!

.Dl
i ,M5ki j l~k0ai ! j l8~kiai !2k0 j l8~k0ai ! j l~kiai !,

~2.5b!

,Dl
i ,N5@k0j l~k0ai !c l8~kiai !

2kij l8~k0ai !c l~kiai !#/~ai
2k0ki !, ~2.5c!

.Dl
i ,N5@k0c l~k0ai !c l8~kiai !

2kic l8~k0ai !c l~kiai !#/~ai
2k0ki !, ~2.5d!
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PRB 62 7979AB INITIO TIGHT-BINDING DESCRIPTION OF . . .
wherej l(z)5zhl
(1)(z), c l(z)5z jl(z), and the prime denote

the differentiation with respect to the argument. The scat
ing coefficientbl ,m

i ,b is given by

bl ,m
i ,b 52 ik0ai

2 .Dl
i ,bal ,m

i ,b . ~2.6!

The quantityd l
i ,b represents the phase shift of the sphe

cal outgoing wave of mode (b,l ) from the i th sphere31 and
plays an important role in the present analysis. To clarify
meaning we consider the case of a single sphere. Then,
~2.3! and ~2.6! yield

al ,m
i ,b 52 i

cl ,m
i ,b

,Dl
i ,bk0ai

2 , ~2.7a!

bl ,m
i ,b 52

.Dl
i ,b

,Dl
i ,b cl ,m

i ,b 5
i

cotd l
i ,b2 i

cl ,m
i ,b 5

1

2
~e2id l

i ,b
21!cl ,m

i ,b .

~2.7b!

As seen,ubl ,m
i ,b u becomes maximum when cotdl

i,b50. There-
fore, cotdl

i,b50 gives the Mie resonance positions of a sing
sphere. In general, the sharp Mie resonance occurs w
k0ai< l 11/2 andl @1. In this region,j l shows exponentia
decay andhl

(1) increases exponentially. For general values
k0, therefore, we haveu ,Dl

i ,bu@u .Dl
i ,bu. At the Mie reso-

nance, however,.Dl
i ,b5 ,Dl

i ,b is satisfied so thatu ,Dl
i ,bu

reduces significantly. This results in an enormous increas
al ,m

i ,b and gives huge enhancement of the internal field as s
from Eq. ~2.7a!.

In the present work, we use the internal energyU to find
out the positions of MDR’s. The expression ofU is obtained
by integrating the energy density within the bisphere volu
regionV1 andV2:

U5
1

8p (
i
E

Vi

dr i@« i uE~r i !u21m i uH~r i !u2#

5
1

8p(
i ,b

(
l ,m

« i ual ,m
i ,b u2f l~kiai #. ~2.8!

Here, f l is given by

f l~kiai !5
l ~ l 11!

2l 11
@ lgl 11~kiai !1~2l 11!gl~kiai !

1~ l 11!gl 21~kiai !#, ~2.9!

with gl(ka) defined as

gl~ka![E
0

a

drr 2 j l
2~kr !

5
a3

2 H j l
2~ka!2 j l 21~ka! j l 11~ka! for l>1,

j 0
2~ka!1n0~ka! j 1~ka! for l 50,

~2.10!

wheren0 is the spherical Neumann function of order 0.
Most of the traditional work deals with the far-field be

havior, i.e., scattering cross sections. To compare their r
nant behavior with that ofU we also calculate the tota
r-
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en
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forward, and backward~radar! cross sectionsCtotal ,
Cf orward , and Cbackward. Ctotal is given from the optical
theorem as

Ctotal52
1

pa1
2k0

2 (
i ,b

(
l ,m

l ~ l 11! Re$bl ,m
i ,b ~cl ,m

i ,b !* %.

~2.11!

Note thatCtotal is equal to the extinction coefficient whe
there is no absorption within the spheres.Cf orward is defined
by

Cf orward5 lim
r→`

4pr 2

pa1
2uE0u2

uE~r ,u,f50!u2, ~2.12!

whereE0 is the amplitude of the incident plane wave andu
is the incidence angle.Cbackward is given by Eq.~2.12! with
the replacement ofu→p2u. The asymptotic form of the
scattering field yields

Cf orward5
4

k0
2a1

2 FU(
l ,m,i

~2 i ! l exp~ iks•Ri !

3S bl ,m
i ,N ]Yl ,m

]u
1bl ,m

i ,M mYl ,m

sinu DU2

1U(
l ,m,i

~2 i ! l

3exp~ iks•Ri !S bl ,m
i ,N mYl ,m

sinu
1bl ,m

i ,M ]Yl ,m

]u DU2G .
~2.13!

Here, ks5k0r /ur u and r is the point of observation. It is
commonly recognized thatCbackward varies more drastically
at the Mie resonance thanCtotal or Cf orward .

III. RESULTS OF THE EXACT NUMERICAL
CALCULATION

In this section, we give the exact numerical results
MDR’s in a bisphere based on Eq.~2.3!. To study the MDR
in detail we focus on the case of polystylene spheres w
a15a252.5 mm and«15«25(1.59)2. Other cases are de
noted wherever necessary. In principle, the Mie resonanc
labeled by a set of four indices,b, l , m, andn. The natural
number l characterizes the famous ringlike pattern of t
electric field along the circumference of the sphere, i
whispering gallery~WG!. n is also a natural number indexin
the radial behavior of the field. The distribution of the ele
tric field along the radial axis becomes broader for highen.
The Mie resonance of model has (2l 11)-fold degeneracy.
Each degenerate state is labeled bym with 2 l<m< l . The
incident plane wave along thez axis can only excite the
modesm561. In the single sphere, we can always choo
the direction of incidence as thez axis. Therefore, the index
m is usually omitted. Thus, the WG mode of a single sph
is usually denoted as, e.g., 39TE1 forb5M ~TE!, l 539,
andn51.

A. U and C’s of a single sphere

Before studying MDR’s in a bisphere, let us compare t
scattering cross sections with the internal energy of a sin
sphere. Instead ofk0 we use the size parameterS[k0a1. In
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7980 PRB 62H. MIYAZAKI AND Y. JIMBA
honor of the work by Fuller,12 we mainly focus on the rang
of 27.5<S<29, which contains the following WG
modes: 39TE1 (S528.121 42), 39TM1 (S528.591 65),
40TE1 (S528.783 50), 34TM2 (S528.387 42), 35TE2
(S528.66 183), 30TM3 (S528.109 55), 31TE3 (S
528.551 54), 31TM3 (S528.83 720). All of the spectra in
this subsection are calculated withl< l max560, which guar-
antees sufficient numerical convergence forS<29.

Figure 2~a! shows the normalized cross sectionsCtotal ,
Cf orward , and Cbackward for 27.5<S5k0a1<29. We ob-
serve four sharp peaks (n51), four slightly broad peaks (n
52), and four broad peaks (n53). As seen from the figure
Ctotal and Cf orward resemble each other, butCf orward is
much larger thanCtotal . This means that the total scatterin
is mostly governed by the strong forward scattering. It is
be noticed that their variations are small, i.
DCtotal /Ctotal'12% and DCf orward /Cf orward'20%. In
contrast,Cbackwardshows a large variation. This large vari
tion can be used to identify the position of the Mie res
nance. However, the common feature of these three c
sections is that the spectrum is dominated by the lower-o
resonances as pointed out in Sec. I.

Figure 2~b! shows the internal energy spectrumU. U is
normalized by the vacuum electromagnetic energy withi
sphere,U0

single5 1
3 a1

3. Note the logarithmic scale of the ve

FIG. 2. ~a! Scattering cross sectionsCtotal , Cf orward , and
Cbackward and ~b! internal electromagnetic energyU of a single
sphere versus the size parameterS5k0a. The radius and the dielec
tric constant are chosen asa52.5 mm and«5(1.59)2. The scatter-
ing cross sections are normalized by the cross-sectional area o
sphere.Cf orward is multiplied by 1023 for the guide to eyes. The
internal energy is also normalized by the vacuum electromagn
energy within the sphereU0

single5
1
3 a1

3. Each peak in the energ
spectrum is labeled, in principle, by four indices (l ,b,m,n), but m
is usually omitted because of the degeneracy. The modal numb
each peak in the scattering cross sections can be identified b
corresponding sharp or broad peak in the energy spectrum. Not
linear and logarithmic scales of the vertical axis in~a! and ~b!.
o
,

-
ss
er

a

tical axis. As seen from the figure, the Mie resonance
smallern has sharper peak, typical width beingDS'1026

for n51. In addition, all the peaks show the Lorentzian li
shape. These two features are associated with the quad
dependence ofU on al ,m

b in Eq. ~2.8!. At the Mie resonance
a huge increase ofal ,m

b occurs due to the decrease of,Dl
b .

Near the resonant size parameterSl ,n
b , ,Dl

b is linearized as
,Dl

b}S2Sl ,n
b 1 iDSl ,n

b . This expansion gives the Lorentzia
line shape centered atS5Sl ,n

b with full width at half maxi-
mum ~FWHM! 2DSl ,n

b . The comparison betweenC’s andU
in Fig. 2 obviously shows the superiority ofU to C’s in the
study of Mie resonances.

B. Bispheres in contact

Let us study the case of identical two spheres in cont
Figure 3 shows a series of energy spectra for four case
incidence anglesu50°, 10°, 45°, and 90° with the commo
xz polarization. All the spectra are normalized by th
vacuum electromagnetic energy of the bisphereU0

double

5 2
3 a1

3. Numerical convergence of the spectra is achieved
l< l max559. Before specifying the characteristic feature
each spectrum, it would be helpful to point out two gene
rules of the mode split in bisphere:~1! the interaction be-

the

tic

of
the
the

FIG. 3. Internal energyU vs size parameterS5k0a1 at inci-
dence angleu50°~a!, 10°~b!, 45°~c! and 90°~d!. The polarization
is chosen to lie on thexz plane. U is normalized by the vacuum
electromagnetic energy within the bisphereU0

double52U0
single

5
2
3 a1

3. The Mie resonance positions of a single sphere are indica
by the arrows in~a!.
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tween spheres is limited only between modes of the samm
as seen from Eq.~2.3!, and ~2! no degeneracy is remove
betweenm and2m as shown in Appendix B. Therefore, th
total number of peaks originating from a certainl mode is at
most 2(l 11) in the range 0<umu< l . These peaks are
grouped into the bonding and antibonding branches.

At u50°, the incident wave can only excitem561.
Hence, Fig. 3~a! shows the mode split of (b,l ,61,n) only.
As seen, 39TE1 and 40TE1 modes are almost symmetric
split, but the upper peak is broader than the lower one~note
that the broad small peak atS>28.03 is the upper peak o
mode 34TE2). In contrast, mode 39TM1 shows the asy
metric split with almost the same width. In this respect, it
worth pointing out that the lower peak of mode 35TE2 a
pears as a small peak just below the upper peak of m
39TM1. This fact suggests that the asymmetric split of mo
39TM1 is attributed to the interaction with 35TE2. Th
point will be clarified in Sec. V by the double-mode tigh
binding model. As was observed by Fuller, all the peaks
much broadened compared with the peaks of the sin
sphere in Fig. 2~b!. Obviously, this broadening is due to th
interaction with more dissipative modes of lowerl.

The energy spectrum atu510° in Fig. 3~b! becomes very
complicated, showing a lot of spiky or tiny peaks betwe
the upper and lower peaks ofm561. These peaks are du
to the presence ofmÞ61 components in the incident plan
wave though main components are stillm561. The expres-
sion of cl ,m

i ,b in Appendix B shows thatucl ,m
i ,b u decreases with

the increasingumu for small u. Consequently, the peak o
higher umu is expected to become smaller. As seen in
upper branch of mode 39TE1, the peak intensity decrease
it approaches the Mie resonance of a single sphere. Th
fore, the inner peak corresponds to higherumu. Now, the
inner peak position means the smaller split. Thus, we c
clude that the interaction of modeumu decreases with in-
creasingumu.

While the spectrum looks complicated, its main feature
still preserved, that is, modes 39TE1 and 40TE1 have up
broad peaks and lower sharp peaks while mode 39TM1
sharp peaks on both sides. The broad peak nearS528.7 is
the upper branch of mode 35TE2. Note that the upper bra
of mode 39TM1 shows a more complicated line shape t
other branches. This is again due to the overlap with
lower branch of mode 35TE2.

The energy spectrum changes drastically when we
creaseu to u545°. As seen in Fig. 3~c!, modes ofn51
appear as a dense collection of very sharp peaks aroun
Mie resonance size parameterSl ,1

b . Peaks of highern are
very similar to those of a single sphere, but they are acc
panied with tiny ripples. These features are preserved eve
u585° ~not shown!. At u590°, however, one side of th
branches of all then51 modes disappears. We observe
Fig. 3~d! only the upper branch of TE modes and the low
branch of the 39TM1 mode. This probably holds for high
values ofn as well, but is not clearly seen because of t
large peak width. These characteristic changes ofU by the
incidence angleu are also observed for they polarization
incidence except that atu590° the presence of the uppe
and lower branches ofn51 modes is reversed.
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Figure 4 showsCtotal for the corresponding values ofu in
Fig. 3. At u50°, the split ofn51 modes can be identified
by the sharp peaks in the broad background structure. Au
510°, however, the fine structure due ton51 modes can be
hardly recognized because of their small amplitudes. Thi
also the case foru545° andu590°. The spectra consist o
sharp peaks, each of which is located at the Mie resona
positionSl ,n

b and is accompanied with very small ripples. Th
broad peak atS>28.55 is identified as mode 31TE3 from
Fig. 2~b!. We conclude, therefore, that the energy spectr
is more suitable for the study of MDR’s in a bisphere th
the scattering spectra.

C. Internal field of bisphere in contact

The internal field distribution plays an important role
the analysis of the emission process from the bisphere,
cause the emission from, say, doped dye molecules is
portional to the field intensity. Detailed knowledge of th
internal field distribution gives valuable information to im
prove the efficiency of lasing in bisphere. It is also intriguin
to confirm directly that the lower and upper branches cor
spond to the bonding and antibonding states of the Mie re
nance. In addition, we expect to observe a variety
m-dependent field patterns for off-axis incidence. Some
them would be different from the famous image of W
modes.

In Figs. 5~a! to 5~f!, we display the internal field distribu
tions by picking out some of the peaks in the energy spe
of Fig. 3. The incident wave isxz polarized. All the figures
give the contour maps of the electric fielduE(r )u over the
range of2a1<x,y<a1 and 2a1<z<3a1. The interpreta-
tion of the field distribution is based on the analysis of n
mal modes in a single sphere. Details are described in
pendix D, where special attention is paid to the maxima
the field distribution along the circumference. Results
summarized in Tables I and II.

Figure 5~a! corresponds to the bonding peak of mo
39TE1 atS528.058 62 in Fig. 3~a!. The famous WG ring-
like pattern is seen in each sphere within theyz plane. Note
that the electric field is maximum at the contact point of t
spheres. This is in contrast to the antibonding peak of m
39TE1 in Fig. 5~b! at S528.186 99, where the electric fiel

FIG. 4. Total scattering cross sectionCtotal in correspondence to
the energy spectra in Fig. 3.Ctotal is normalized by the cross
sectional area of a single sphere.
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FIG. 5. Distribution of the electric fielduEu within the xz and theyz planes (2a<x,y<a,2a<z<3a) at some of the MDR peaks o
the energy spectra in Fig. 3.~a! and~b! are the bonding and antibonding states of 39TE1 in Fig. 3~a! while ~c! and~d! are those of 39TM1.
~e! is picked out from the antibonding branch of 39TM1 atu510° in Fig. 3~b!. ~f! is from 39TE1 atu545° in Fig. 3~c!. The darker region
corresponds to the higher field.
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vanishes at the contact point. Thus, the contour map of
internal field indeed can display the bonding and antibond
states of bisphere.

The bonding and antibonding states of mode 39TM1
u50° are shown, respectively, in Fig. 5~c! (S528.526 94)
and Fig. 5~d! (S528.619 64). While the characteristic ring
like pattern can be seen within thexz plane of the antibond-
ing state in Fig. 5~d!, it is not so clear in the bonding state
Fig. 5~c!. This reason is unknown at present. An interest
point of Fig. 5~d! is that the contour map within theyz plane
seems to imply the bonding state. This reason will be cl
fied in the next section from the tight-binding model com
bined with the symmetry properties of normal modes in
single sphere.

Figure 5~e! is the contour map of the peak atS
528.619 19 in the antibonding branch of mode 39TM au
510°. It is remarkable that both contour maps show alm
e
g

t

g

i-

a

st

the same ringlike pattern. As explained in Appendix D, th
is evidence of evenm. We can determine the value ofm by
referring to Tables I and II. Forb5N, the internal field is
dominated by the radial componentFr . From Table I,Fr

depends onu as Pl
m(cosu). From Table II,uPl

m(cosu)u has
l 2m11 maxima in the range of 0<u<p. Each sphere of
Fig. 5~e! has 38 spots along the circumference of thex.0 or
y.0 region. This should be equal tol 2m115402m.
Thus, we concludem52. In some cases, it is difficult to
identify m from the contour maps within thexz and yz
planes. In this case,m can be determined from the contou
map within thexy plane because the number of spots with
the xy plane is 2m from Table I.

Finally, in Fig. 5~f! we show the contour maps of one o
the peaks atS528.591 65 in the bonding branch of mod
39TM1 at u545°. It is hard to determine whether it is th
bonding or antibonding state because the contact point
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almost no amplitude. This usually happens for higher val
of m. In fact, the number of spots tells us thatm518 in Fig.
5~f!. The smaller field intensity at the contact point refle
the weaker interaction between spheres. Since the intera
between spheres is proportional to the magnitude of the s
the higherm gives a smaller split. This is the reason why w
observe a series of spiky peaks converging to the Mie re
nance of a single sphere.

FIG. 5. ~Continued!.

TABLE I. u and f dependence of normal fieldFl ,m
b in a

single sphere. f m
6(f) is given by f m

6(f)5 exp(imf)
6(21)Ib1Ipol exp(2imf). I pol51 or 2 for thexz or they polariza-
tion, andI b51 or 2 for b5N or M, respectively.

m Mode Fr Fu Ff

m50 N(TM) Pl ]Pl /]u –
M (TE) – – ]Pl /]u

m.0 N(TM) f m
1(f)Pl

m f m
1(f)]Pl

m/]u f m
2(f)mPl

m/sinu
M (TE) – f m

2(f)mPl
m/sinu f m

1(f)]Pl
m/]u
s

s
ion
lit,

o-

D. Bisphere apart

Finally, we study the dependence of the energy spect
on the distanced between spheres. Figure 6~a! shows the
energy spectra atu50° for three cases ofd: d50.1 mm, 0.2
mm, and 0.3mm. A drastic decrease of the split is observ
with the increasingd. Simultaneously, the bonding and an
bonding peaks become sharper. The decrease of the sp
plotted in Fig. 6~b! as a function ofd for 39TE1 and 39TM1
modes. The bonding and antibonding peaks are clearly
tinguishable for smalld. As d increases, both peaks merg
into an exponentially decreasing straight line. This expon
tial decrease cannot be explained from the asymptotic be
ior of the electric field outside the spheres. The field outs
is described by the spherical Hankel functionhl

(1)(k0r ). If
we take the distance between the center of each sphere a
characteristic lengthr 52a1, we havek0r 52k0a152S'56
@ l 539. Therefore,hl

(1) behaves as (2 i ) l 11 exp(ik0r)/k0r,
i.e., we found no evidence of the exponential dependence
d. This point is deeply related to the physical meaning of
overlap integral and will be clarified in the next section.

IV. SINGLE-MODE TIGHT-BINDING METHOD

Information on the MDR’s of a bisphere in the previou
section is utilized to establish the tight-binding description
the MDR in the following sections. As a first step, w
present in this section its simplest form, i.e., single-mo
tight-binding~SMTB! model. Though simple, it gives almos
all the qualitative explanations of the characteristic featu
of MDR’s in bisphere.

In analogy to the treatment of resonanced levels in the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR! band theory of transition
metals,36 we extract a part of Eq.~2.3! relevant to the mode
of concern, (b,l ,m,n). This gives the following set of equa
tions for ãl ,m

1,b and ãl ,m
2,b :

S a1
2~cotd l

1,b2 i ! 2 ia2
2Al ,m; l ,m

b,b ~k0 ,R21!

2 ia1
2Al ,m; l ,m

b,b ~k0 ,R12! a2
2~cotd l

2,b2 i !
D S ãl ,m

1,b

ãl ,m
2,b D

5S c̃l ,m
1,b

c̃l ,m
2,b D . ~4.1!

This approximation is called the SMTB model. Before de
ing with Eq. ~4.1!, we comment on the evaluation o
Al ,m; l ,m

b,b . In the preceding section, we have used the Ma
owski recurrence relations13 to calculateAl ,m;p,m

b,g because we

TABLE II. Number of maxima of uPl
mu, umPl

m/sinuu, and
u]Pl

m/]uu for 0<u<p.

Function Maximum u50,p

uPl
mu l 2m11 0

umPl
m/sinuu l 2m11 0

u]Pl
m/]uu l 2m12 0

aMaximum for m50.
bHuge maximum form51. While it is 0 otherwise, peaks nearu
50 or p are very large

cVery sharp peak form51 only.
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need the whole sets ofAl ,m;p,m
b,g . In the tight-binding formal-

ism, in contrast, we need to evaluateAl ,m;p,m
b,g only for a few

sets of (b,g,l ,p,m). This can, in principle, be done by usin
the explicit expression ofAl ,m;p,m

b,g in terms of the Wigner 3-j
symbols37 as given in Appendix C. However, the evaluatio
of the Wigners 3-j symbol needs careful numerical trea
ment because it is expressed as a sum of many terms
taining factorials of large numbers. In this respect, it is mu
convenient and reliable to use the recurrence relation dis
ered by Bruning and Lo.9 Details are summarized in Appen
dix C. We also derive in Appendix C a simple estimation
formula of Al ,m;p,m

b,g for l ,p@1 based on the maximum term
approximation.

The solution to Eq.~4.1! is given as

FIG. 6. ~a! Internal energy spectra atu50° for three cases o
distanced between the spheres:d50.1 mm, d50.2 mm, and d
50.3 mm. ~b! Shift of peak positionSpeak at u50° from the Mie
resonance positionSl ,n

b as a function of the distanced for 39TE1
and 39TM1 modes. Note the logarithmic vertical scale in~b!.
n-
h
v-

ãl ,m
1,b5

1

a1
2

~cotd l
2,b2 i !c̃l ,m

1,b1 iAl ,m; l ,m
b,b ~k0 ,R21!c̃l ,m

2,b

$~cotd l
1,b2 i !~cotd l

2,b2 i !1@Al ,m; l ,m
b,b ~k0 ,R21!#2%

,

~4.2a!

ãl ,m
2,b5

1

a2
2

~cotd l
1,b2 i !c̃l ,m

2,b1 iAl ,m; l ,m
b,b ~k0 ,R21!c̃l ,m

1,b

$~cotd l
1,b2 i !~cotd l

2,b2 i !1@Al ,m; l ,m
b,b ~k0 ,R21!#2%

,

~4.2b!

where we have used the relationAl ,m; l ,m
b,b (k0 ,R12)

5Al ,m; l ,m
b,b (k0 ,R21). This form of solution shows explicitly

that the coefficient matrix ofc̃l ,m
i ,b represents the respons

function whose pole gives the position of MDR in a bisphe
within the SMTB model.38 Note that the resonance position
are inherent in the system, i.e., they are independent of
excitation pattern:

~cotd l
1,b2 i !~cotd l

2,b2 i !1@Al ,m; l ,m
b,b ~k0 ,R21!#250.

~4.3!

This is an implicit equation for the resonance wave num
k0, but no solutions are found for realk0 since
Al ,m; l ,m

b,b (k0 ,R21) is generally complex. Therefore, we have
seek a realk0 that gives a minimum for the left-hand side o
Eq. ~4.3!. However, if we make the analytical continuation
the complex plane, the real and imaginary parts of the co
plex k0 give the resonance wave number and the resona
width, respectively. We adopt this procedure below in
approximate way.

To simplify the analysis we focus on the identical spher
i.e., a15a25a, «15«25«, and d l

1,b5d l
2,b5d l

b . Accord-
ingly, Eqs.~4.2! are simplified as

ãl ,m
1,b5

1

2a2H c̃l ,m
1,b1 c̃l ,m

2,b

cotd l
b2 i 2 iAl ,m; l ,m

b,b 1
c̃l ,m

1,b2 c̃l ,m
2,b

cotd l
b2 i 1 iAl ,m; l ,m

b,b J ,

~4.4a!

ãl ,m
2,b5

1

2a2H c̃l ,m
1,b1 c̃l ,m

2,b

cotd l
b2 i 2 iAl ,m; l ,m

b,b 2
c̃l ,m

1,b2 c̃l ,m
2,b

cotd l
b2 i 1 iAl ,m; l ,m

b,b J ,

~4.4b!

where we use the abbreviationAl ,m; l ,m
b,b 5Al ,m; l ,m

b,b (k0 ,R21).
Therefore, the MDR’s of a bisphere within the SMTB mod
are given by the solutions of

cotd l
b5 i ~16Al ,m; l ,m

b,b !. ~4.5!

Since our aim is to give a simple expression of the MD
positions, we make further approximations. Firstly, from A
pendix C, Al ,m; l ,m

b,b is approximately given forl @1 and l
@k0uR21u by

Al ,m; l ,m
b,b > i ~21! l 1muAl ,m; l ,mu, ~4.6!

where Al ,m; l ,m is defined in Appendix C. Second, we a
proximate cotdl

b as follows: At the Mie resonanceSl ,n
b ,

cotdl
b50 is satisfied. For higher-order resonances, codl

b

changes sign very rapidly within the narrow region arou
Sl ,n

b . Therefore, we linearize cotdl
b as

cotd l
b>2

S2Sl ,n
b

D l ,n
b

, ~4.7!
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where D l ,n
b (.0) gives the Mie resonance width of mod

(b,l ,m,n) in a single sphere. They are obtained from E
~2.4! and ~2.5! as

D l ,n
M 5

@k j l~k0a! j l8~ka!2k0 j l8~k0a! j l~ka!#2

~«21! j l
2~ka!

, ~4.8a!

D l ,n
N 5

@kc l~ka!c l8~k0a!2k0c l8~ka!c l~k0a!#2

~«21!$~ak0!2@c l8~ka!#21 l ~ l 11!@c l~ka!#2%
,

~4.8b!

where k05Sl ,n
b /a and k5A«k0. Substitution of Eqs.~4.6!

and~4.7! into Eq.~4.5! yields an approximate formula of th
MDR position within the SMTB model:

S>Sl ,n
b 2 iD l ,n

b 6~21! l 1mD l ,n
b uAl ,m; l ,m~Sl ,n

b !u, ~4.9!

whereAl ,m; l ,m(Sl ,n
b )5Al ,m; l ,m(k05Sl ,n

b /a,R21). Note that the
upper and lower signs correspond, respectively, to the
nominator of the first and second terms in Eq.~4.4!. This
formula gives a qualitative guide to analyze a variety of p
nomena observed in the MDR of the bisphere in Sec. III. T
important point of this formula is that the overlap integral
explicitly is given byD l ,n

b uAl ,m; l ,m(Sl ,n
b )u.

Let us first estimate the magnitude of split between
bonding and antibonding modes within the SMTB mod
From Eq. ~4.9!, the split is given by 2D l ,n

b uAl ,m; l ,m(Sl ,n
b )u.

Numerical evaluation generally showsD l ,n
N .D l ,n

M , while
uAl ,m; l ,m(Sl ,n

N )u,uAl ,m; l ,m(Sl ,n
M )u. For example, at l 539

and m51 we have D l ,1
N 51.459131026 and

D l ,1
M 50.966831026 while Al ,m; l ,m50.1037127 637.5997i

(29 781.6326i ) for b5N and Al ,m; l ,m50.0459
168 128.4394i (73 167.6856i ) for b5M . Here, the values
in the parentheses are given by the maximum term appr
mation in Appendix C. Thus, we have 2D l ,1

M uAl ,m; l ,mu
50.1317 (0.1415) and 2D l ,1

N uAl ,m; l ,mu50.0806 ~0.0869!, in
agreement with the observed values of 0.1284 for m
39TE1 and 0.0927 for mode 39TM1.

The second problem is them dependence of the split. W
have concluded in Sec. III that the split is smaller for larg
umu. This conclusion is drawn from the behavior of the e
ergy spectra and the contour maps of the internal field. Eq
tion ~4.9! now gives direct evidence for this, that i
uAl ,m; l ,m(Sl ,n

b )u decreases with increasingumu as shown in
Appendix C.

The third problem is the dependence of the split on
distanced between spheres. Since the split is given
2D l

buAl ,m; l ,m(Sl ,n
b )u, it is enough to check the dependence

uAl ,m; l ,mu on d. In the maximum term approximation
uAl ,m; l ,mu is proportional to h2l

(1)@Sl ,n
b (21d/a)#. For the

present values of parameters, (2l 11/2).Sl ,n
b (21d/a) is

satisfied so thath2l
(1) behaves as exponentially decreasi

function. By using its asymptotic form, Eq.~C14!, it is easy
to show that

uAl ,m; l ,mu} expH 2Sl ,n
b d

a F S 4l 11

4Sl ,n
b D 2

21G 1/2J . ~4.10!
.
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This means that the split decreases exponentially with
increasingd in qualitative agreement with the results in Fi
6~b!.

The fourth problem deals with the internal field distrib
tion of the bonding and antibonding states. The preced
section gave direct evidence that the lower and hig
branches are the bonding and antibonding states, res
tively. This is a natural consequence from the energet
consideration because a higher dielectric constant give
stronger attractive potential for the electric field. Howev
this does not necessarily mean that all the bonding states
approximately given as@Fl ,m

b (r1)1Fl ,m
b (r2)#/A2. Here,

Fl ,m
b (r i) is the normal field of the spherei given in Appendix

D. Let us consider, for example, the case ofl 1m5even.
Then, the term of lower sign in Eq.~4.9! gives the lower
resonance. The lower sign corresponds to the second ter
Eqs. ~4.4!. Neglecting the first term, we haveãl ,m

1,b>2ãl ,m
2,b .

Thus, the bonding modes are given by@Fl ,m
b (r1)

2Fl ,m
b (r2)#/A2. Now, the main component of the norm

field in a single sphere has parity (21)l 1m11521 with z
→2z except for three cases given in Appendix D. The
fore, whenl 1m is even, the electric field of each sphere h
the same sign at the contact point. This gives a large am
tude at the contact point in agreement with the intuitive
terpretation of the bonding states. Note in this respect
observation in Fig. 5~d! that while thexz in-plane contour
suggests an antibinding state, the contour within theyz plane
looks like the bonding state. This corresponds to one of
three cases in Appendix D.

Finally, we discuss the peculiar excitation pattern of t
energy spectrum atu590° in Fig. 3~d!. This is explained as
follows: for 90° incidence, we havec̃l ,m

1,b5 c̃l ,m
2,b . Therefore,

the second term of Eq.~4.4! vanishes. This leads toãl ,m
1,b

5ãl ,m
2,b} c̃l ,m

1,b (5 c̃l ,m
2,b). It is easy to show thatc̃l ,m

b at u590°
vanishes whenl 2m1I pol1I b is even. Here,I pol51 or 2
for xz polarization ory polarization andI b51 or 2 for b

5N or M, respectively. Therefore,ãl ,m
1,b5ãl ,m

2,b50 when l
2m1I pol1I b is even. For example, the case of the T
mode andxz polarization givesI pol1I b52. Thus, ãl ,m

1,b

5ãl ,m
2,b50 for even l 2m. Now, the first term of Eq.~4.4!

corresponds to the upper sign of Eq.~4.9!. This gives the
antibonding modes for evenl 2m. Therefore, the uppe
branch of the TM modes becomes silent for this type
excitation.

Thus, the SMTB model provides us with enough of
qualitative understanding of the MDR. However, a compa
son with the exact numerical results of Sec. III reveals t
the SMTB model is insufficient for the quantitative descri
tion of the MDR. Figure 7 shows the internal energy spec
of the exact calculation and the SMTB model at 10° in
dence. We can see that the actual width of each peak is m
broader than those of the SMTB model. In addition, a la
shift of the bonding branch is observed for mode 39TM
These problems drive us to improve the SMTB model,
will be described in the next section.

V. DOUBLE-MODE TIGHT-BINDING MODEL

The problem of the SMTB model can be easily overco
by extending the number of relevant modes (b,l ,m,n). This
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is called the multimode tight-binding model. For example
straightforward extension of Eq.~4.1! to include the modes
in the range 19< l<54 reproduces the results of the exa
calculation fairly well with less computation time. Howeve
when it is limited to 34< l<44, the energy spectrum turn
out to be spiky like that in Fig. 7. It would, therefore, b
necessary to clarify the role of each mode, i.e., whethe
would broaden or shift the relevant peak. With this know
edge we can reduce the number of the relevant mode
much as possible. In this section, we study the effect of e
mode on resonances 39TE1 and 39TM1 by extending

FIG. 7. Internal energy spectra of bisphere for~a! 39TE1 and~b!
39TM1 regions. Parameters are the same with those in Fig. 3~b! at
u510° with the xz polarization. The upper part of each figu
represents the result of the exact calculation by takingl max559.
The lower part is obtained by the SMTB model calculation.
t

it
-
as
h
e

SMTB model to the double-mode tight-binding~DMTB!
model.

A. Preliminaries

Let us check the split of other modes in the bisphe
within the SMTB model before going directly to the DMTB
model. Figure 8 shows the bonding and antibond
branches for 30< l<40 within the range 27.5<S<29.
Modes of up tom59 are calculated. Large circles an
crosses indicate the position of the Mie resonance of TM
TE modes, respectively. Small symbols surrounding la
ones are the bonding and antibonding MDR modes of
bisphere. They are arranged in order from left to right asm
increases from 0 to 9. Modes ofl 538,39,40 aren51 while
those ofl 534,35 andl 530,31 aren52 andn53, respec-
tively.

As seen in the figure, the 34TE2 upper branch is v
close inS to the 39TE1 lower branch. Therefore, their inte
action is expected to be large. 30TM3 branches also ove
with 39TE1. Because of the higher value ofn, however, the
effect of mode 30TM3 on 39TE1 would not be significant.
addition, we will see in the next subsection that the inter
tion between modes of differentb is much smaller than tha
of the sameb. Therefore, mode 30TM3 is expected at mo
to broaden the peaks of mode 39TE1 because of its diss
tive feature. This is also expected for the effect of mo
31TE3 on 39TM1. However, mode 35TE2 needs special
tention. This mode is not so dissipative compared with
modes ofn53. In addition, its bonding branch overlaps wi
the antibonding branch of mode 39TM1. Therefore, the
two branches are almost degenerate with each other. A
quantum mechanics, the degeneracy requires special t
ment because even a small interaction gives a large s
Thus, mode 35TE2 is expected to have significant influe
on mode 39TM1 although their interaction is small becau
of different b.

FIG. 8. Peak split of the Mie resonance in bisphere obtained
the SMTB model for 30< l<40 in the range of 27.5<S<29. Pa-
rameters are the same with those in Fig. 3~a!. The large filled circles
and crosses represent, respectively, the TM and TE Mie reson
positions of a single sphere. Each group of smaller symbols
rounding the large one shows the MDR peak positions of mod
<m<9. The modem50 ~ closest to the large symbol! has the
largest split and the modem59 ~furthest from the large symbol!
has the smallest split.
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B. Double-mode tight-binding model

To understand the influence of other modes on resona
39TE1 and 39TM1 we use the DMTB model. The DMT
,
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model is a straightforward extension of the SMTB mod
We have simply to take account of two modes (b,l ,m,n)
and (b8,l 8,m,n8) in Eq. ~2.3!. For the bisphere composed o
identical spheres, this procedure yields
S cotd l
b2 i 0 2 iAl ,m; l ,m

b,b ~R21! 2 iAl ,m; l 8,m
b,b8 ~R21!

0 cotd l 8
b82 i 2 iAl 8,m; l ,m

b8,b
~R21! 2 iAl 8,m; l 8,m

b8,b8 ~R21!

2 iAl ,m; l ,m
b,b ~R12! 2 iAl ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 ~R12! cotd l
b2 i 0

2 iAl 8,m; l ,m
b8,b

~R12! 2 iAl 8,m; l 8,m
b8,b8 ~R12! 0 cotd l 8

b82 i

D S ãl ,m
1,b

ãl 8,m
1,b8

ãl ,m
2,b

ãl 8,m
2,b8

D 5S c̃l ,m
1,b

c̃l 8,m
1,b8

c̃l ,m
2,b

c̃l 8,m
2,b8

D , ~5.1!
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where we omit the common argumentk0 in the coefficient
A’s.

While the analytical solution to Eq.~5.1! can be obtained
it is not so simple and transparent as in the case of the SM
model. Instead, we use the energy spectrum atu510° with
the xz polarization to pick out the peak positions of th
bonding and antibonding modes of 39TE1 and 39TM1.
the calculation, we fix (b,l ,m,n) at modes 39TE1 or 39TM1
and change other modes over the range of 30< l 8<45. The
summation overm is taken in the range of 1<m<10 for TE
modes and 0<m<9 for TM modes. Note the absence
modem50 for TE modes becausec̃l ,m50

i ,b 50 for odd values
of I pol1I b . The peak positions in the energy spectrum
shown, respectively, in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! for modes 39TE1
and 39TM1. In principle, the outermost peaks in the horiz
tal line of Figs. 9 correspond, respectively, to them51 mode
of resonance 39TE1 and them50 mode of resonance
39TM1. However, we are unable to exclude tiny peaks d
to other modes because of the use of energy spectra. T
peaks appear irregularly, e.g., the leftmost point in the line
l 530 for the TM modes in Fig. 9~a!.

As seen from the figures, modes of differentb have al-
most no influence on the peak position of the relevant m
except for the cases of modes 35TE2 on 39TM1 and 34T

on 39TE1. This reflects the fact thatuAl ,m; l 8,m
b,b8 u for bÞb8 is

much smaller than that forb5b8. Therefore, we concentrat
on the cases ofb5b8. Generally speaking, higherumu has

less influence than lowerumu sinceuAl ,m; l 8,m
b,b8 u decreases with

increasing umu. Peaks of mode 39TE1 are shifted to t
higher side due to the interaction with modes 30< l 8<34.
This is also the case for 36< l 8<38. The upshift is the larg-
est for l 8534. On the other hand,l 8535 gives the down-
shift. Modes ofl 8>40 generally give the downshift and the
effect decreases with the increasingl 8. This tendency also
holds for the case of mode 39TM1 in Fig. 9~b!.

We have also studied the peak broadening of mo
39TE1 and 39TM1 due to the interaction with other mod
It turns out that the modes of differentb have negligible
influence except for the case of mode 35TE2 on 39TM1
the cases of the sameb we found that the modesl 8<35
broaden both the bonding and antibonding modes w
higherl 8 has a negligible influence on the peak width. The
fore, the broadening of the relevant mode occurs via
B

n

e
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e
ese
f

e
2

s
.

n

le
-
e

interaction with the dissipative modes of lower order.
other words, they contribute mainly to the imaginary part
the poles of the response function.

Thus, the DMTB model enables us to classify each mo
into two types. The first type is a mode that affects sign
cantly both the peak position and the peak width of the r
evant mode, resonance 35TE2 on 39TM1 or 34TE2
39TE1. These modes should be treated on equal footing
the relevant mode. The second type of mode gives only
peak shift or the peak broadening without changing the
ergy spectrum considerably. It is expected that the sec
type can be treated perturbationally as a reservoir mo
while the first one should be included as a relevant mode
the system.

In the perturbational treatment, the dynamics of the res
voir modes is irrelevant. In other words, we can neglect th
S dependence and evaluate their contributions at a cer
value of S, say, at the Mie resonanceSl ,n

b of the relevant
mode. In fact, we found that this static treatment reprodu
fairly well the peak shift and the peak broadening due to
modes of second type. The static treatment of the reser
modes will be used in the next subsection to reduce the c
putation time significantly.

C. Improvement of DMTB: Perturbational inclusion
of reservoir modes

To include the effect of the reservoir modes it is conv
nient to rewrite the basic equation~2.3! in the following
matrix form:

Pl ,m
b ãl ,m

b 1(
b8

(
l 8(Þ l )

Ql ,m; l 8,m
b,b8 ãl 8,m

b8 5 c̃l ,m
b . ~5.2!

Here, we define the (232) matricesPl ,m
b andQl ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 as

Pl ,m
b 5S a1

2~cotd l
1,b2 i ! 2 ia1

2Al ,m; l ,m
b,b ~k0 ,R21!

2 ia2
2Al ,m; l ,m

b,b ~k0 ,R12! a2
2~cotd l

2,b2 i !,
D ,

~5.3a!
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Ql ,m; l 8,m
b,b8

5S 0 2 ia1
2Al ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 ~k0 ,R21!

2 ia2
2Al ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 ~k0 ,R12! 0
D .

~5.3b!

The vectorsãl ,m
b and c̃l ,m

b in Eq. ~5.2! are given as

ãl ,m
b 5S ãl ,m

1,b

ãl ,m
2,b D , c̃l ,m

b 5S c̃l ,m
1,b

c̃l ,m
2,b D . ~5.4!

FIG. 9. Peak shift of~a! 39TE1 and~b! 39TM1 modes due to
the interaction with other TE and TM modes. Peak positions
found from the internal energy spectra calculated by the DM
model atu510° with thexz polarization. Parameters are the sam
with those in Fig. 3~b!. The range ofm is 1<m<10 for the TE
mode and 0<m<9 for the TM mode. Outer peaks on the horizo
tal line correspond to the lowerm. Crosses in the figures indicat
the peak position of 39TE1 and 39TM1 modes obtained by
SMTB model.
Let us next introduce the (232) matrix Ul ,m
b , which diago-

nalizesPl ,m
b :

Ul ,m
b Pl ,m

b ~Ul ,m
b !215Dl ,m

b . ~5.5!

By applying the transformation~5.5! to Eq. ~5.2!, we obtain

Dl ,m
b ãl ,m

b 1(
b8

(
l 8(Þ l )

Ul ,m
b Ql ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 ~Ul 8,m
b8 !21ãl 8,m

b8 5d̃l ,m
b ,

~5.6!

whereãl ,m
b and d̃l ,m

b are given in terms ofãl ,m
b and c̃l ,m

b as

ãl ,m
b 5Ul ,m

b ãl ,m
b , d̃l ,m

b 5Ul ,m
b c̃l ,m

b . ~5.7!

At this point, we divide the whole modes into the releva
mode (b,l ) and the reservoir modes (g,p). Since the reser-
voir modes are treated perturbationally, the summation of
second term in Eq.~5.6! for the reservoir mode (g,p) is
restricted only over the relevant modes (b8,l 8). Therefore,

ãp,m
g is given in terms ofãl 8,m

b8 as

ãp,m
g 5~Dp,m

g !21d̃p,m
g 2~Dp,m

g !21Up,m
g

3 (
b8P$b%

(
l 8P$ l %

Qp,m; l 8,m
g,b8 ~Ul 8,m

b8 !21ãl 8,m
b8 . ~5.8!

Substitution of Eq.~5.8! into Eq.~5.6! for the relevant modes
(b,l ) yields a closed set of equations for$ãl ,m

b % :

D̂ l ,m
b ãl ,m

b 1 (
b8P$b%

(
l 8(Þ l )

Ul ,m
b Q̂l ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 ~Ul 8,m
b8 !21ãl 8,m

b8 5d̂l ,m
b .

~5.9!

Here, we defineD̂ l ,m
b , Q̂l ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 , andd̂l ,m
b as

D̂ l ,m
b 5Dl ,m

b 2(
g,p

Ul ,m
b Ql ,m;p,m

b,g ~Up,m
g !21~Dp,m

g !21

3Up,m
g Qp,m; l ,m

g,b ~Ul ,m
b !21, ~5.10a!

Q̂l ,m; l 8,m
b,b8 5Ql ,m; l 8,m

b,b8 2(
g,p

Ql ,m;p,m
b,g ~Up,m

g !21~Dp,m
g !21

3Up,m
g Qp,m; l 8,m

g,b8 , ~5.10b!

d̂l ,m
b 5d̃l ,m

b 2(
g,p

Ul ,m
b Ql ,m;p,m

b,g ~Up,m
g !21~Dp,m

g !21d̃p,m
g .

~5.10c!

ãp,m
g for the reservoir mode is obtained by substituting t

solution of Eq.~5.9! into Eq. ~5.8!. This model is called the
perturbed DMTB model.

The perturbational treatment of the reservoir modes s
nificantly reduces the size of equation. In fact, we need o
two relevant modes to reproduce the characteristic feat
of the energy spectra for resonances 39TE1 and 39TM1
will be shown in the next subsection. We can also adopt
static treatment of the reservoir modes when the range ofS is
narrow. In this treatment,P’s andQ’s of Eqs.~5.3! having at
least one reservoir index are evaluated at the Mie resona
of one of the relevant modes. The static treatment of re
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e
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voir modes further reduces the computation time by two
ders of magnitude. Of course, the static treatment is not s
able for a wide range ofS.

D. Numerical results

In this subsection, we give the numerical results of va
ous quantities obtained by the perturbed DMTB model. T
reservoir modes are chosen to cover 24<p<54 and g
5M ,N. The static treatment of the reservoir modes nec
sarily limits the range ofS. Hence, we treat modes 39TE
and 39TM1 separately. The Mie resonance position of mo
39TE1 and 39TM1 are, respectively, given byS
528.121 42 andS528.591 65. An additional relevant mod
is 34TE2 for 39TE1 and 35TE2 for 39TM1. It is, of cours
possible to include more relevant modes. In this paper, h
ever, we try to clarify the validity of the perturbed DMTB
model and its limitation as well.

The energy spectrum obtained by the perturbed DM
model is compared with that of the exact calculation in F
10 at u50° and 10° with thexz polarization. In the per-
turbed DMTB model, the summation overm is taken for 0
<m<20 atu510°. Compared with the SMTB model, sig
nificant improvement is observed for both the peak shift a
the peak broadening. In particular, the perturbed DM
model reproduces fairly well the asymmetric broadening
the bonding and antibonding modes of resonance 39TE
u510°. It also gives the peculiar line shape of the antibo
ing branch of 39TM1 atu510°. Note the difference of a
small peak belowS528.05 atu50° in Fig. 10~a!. This peak
is associated with the antibonding mode of resonance 34T
While 34TE2 is treated as the relevant mode, our main c
cern is mode 39TE1. In other words, other modes that in
act strongly with mode 34TE2 are treated as the reser
modes. This is the reason why this small peak is not w
reproduced. The same is true for mode 35TE2, which
pears as a shoulder below the antibonding peak of m
39TM1 atu50°.

In contrast to the internal energy spectrum, the total s
tering cross sectionCtotal does not agree well with the exa
results as shown in Fig. 11 for the 39TE1 region. While
positions of sharp peaks and dips coincide with those of
exact results, its magnitude is greatly reduced. This is
cause we take no account of the modesp<23 that would
have a large contribution toCtotal .

In Figs. 12 we compare the peak distribution of 39T
and 39TM1 modes obtained by the perturbed DMTB mo
and by the exact calculation. The incidence angle is cho
at u50°,10°,45°,80°, and 90°. Some of the peaks obtain
by the perturbed DMTB model are missing from the ex
results. These peaks disappear because of either too m
broadening or too low a peak intensity. Except for the
peaks, the agreement with the exact results is satisfacto

The perturbed DMTB model can also be used to anal
the dependence of the peak positions on the distanced be-
tween spheres. Figure 13 plots the peak positions in
39TE1 and 39TM1 regions foru50° incidence. The per-
turbed DMTB model gives an exponential dependence of
peak positions on the distanced in excellent agreement with
the exact results.
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It would be interesting to study the level-crossing ph
nomenon induced by the change of the second radiusa2. The
two spheres are in contact anda1 is kept at 2.5mm. The
results are plotted in Fig. 14 atu50°. The filled circles and
the crosses show the peak positions at each radiusa2 by the
exact calculation and by the perturbed DMTB model, resp
tively. The vertical axis isS5k0a1. Note that the smaller
value of a2 pushes up the resonance wave number of
second spherek05Sl ,n

b /a2 so that the Mie resonance of th
second sphere appears at higherS5k0a15Sl ,n

b a1 /a2. The
level crossing of the 39TE1 and 39TM1 modes shows

FIG. 10. Internal energy spectra of the~a! 39TE1 region and~b!
39TM1 region obtained by the exact calculation and by the p
turbed DMTB model. Parameters are the same with those in Fig
The energy spectra of the exact results are multiplied by 10 a
guide for the eye.
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7990 PRB 62H. MIYAZAKI AND Y. JIMBA
rather complicated behavior owing to the presence of mo
34TE2 and 35TE2. This complicated level-crossing pheno
enon involving modes 34TE2 and 35TE2 is reproduced
the perturbed DMTB model whena2 is close toa1. How-
ever, some of the peaks are missing in the perturbed DM
model. If one wants to achieve better agreement, one wo
simply extend the DMTB model to the multimode tigh
binding model. For example, the multimode tight-bindi
calculation including 12 relevant modes, l
531,34,35,38,39,40 andb5N,M is enough to reproduce
almost all the features of the level crossing shown in Fig.

Finally, we compare the internal field distribution. W
pick out some of the peaks in the energy spectra obtaine
the perturbed DMTB model. Their mode numberm0 can be
identified by a direct comparison ofal ,m

i ,b . Then, we evaluate
the electric field by the perturbed DMTB model, using a p
of m0 and2m0. It turns out that the single use ofm0 fails to
give the characteristic feature of the exact contour maps
cept for the case ofu50° incidence. This is due to th
interference of the electric fields between differentm com-
ponents. Therefore, we sum up the field contribution over
appropriate range ofm including m0. Figures 15~a! and
15~b!, respectively, show the contour maps of the inter
field at the bonding and antibonding peaks of mode 39T
for u50° incidence. Figure 15~c! corresponds to the case o
Fig. 5~f! ~39TE1,u545°,m0518). Here, we take the sum
overm in the range 13<m<23. A comparison with the exac
results reveals that the essential features of the contour m
are reproduced well such as the bonding and antibind
states of the electric field at the contact point. It is commo
observed that the central part of each sphere has lower
tric field than that of the exact result. This is simply becau
we take no account of the lower resonance modes, i.el
<23 are neglected. These modes have a larger electric
in the inner part of the spheres.

FIG. 11. Comparison of the normalized total scattering cr
sectionsCtotal in the 39TE1 region between the exact results a
those obtained by the perturbed DMTB model. Parameters are
same with those in Fig. 10.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

While the DMTB model fails to give the correct pea
positions, it provides us with a powerful tool to analyze t
peculiar line shape of the antibonding state of mode 39T
at u510°. In addition, it gives a qualitative explanation
the peak shift of modes 39TE1 and 39TM1 due to the int
action with other modes. Let us first consider the form
case. We choose modes 39TM1 and 35TE2 and calculate
energy spectrum atu510° with thexz polarization by the

s
d
he

FIG. 12. Peak positions of the exact results and those obta
by the perturbed DMTB model for various incidence angles a
polarizations in the~a! 39TE1 region and~b! 39TM1 region in~b!.
Exact results and those by the perturbed DMTB model are, res
tively, denoted by the small filled circles and the empty lar
circles. They are grouped and put on the same horizontal line
cording to the incidence angle and the polarization indicated
above each line. Parameters of the spheres are the same with
in Fig. 3.
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DMTB model. The summation overm is taken for 0<m
<10. The results are shown in Fig. 16 by the thick line. T
individual contribution from 2<m<7 is also plotted by the
thin line multiplied by an appropriate factor as a guide
the eye. As is seen, the bonding branch shows no pec

FIG. 13. Peak positions vs distanced between spheres for~a!
39TE1 and~b! 39TM1 modes atu50°. Filled circles and crosse
represent, respectively, the exact results and those by the pertu
DMTB model. Parameters are the same as those in Fig. 6.

FIG. 14. Level crossing as a function of the radius of the sec
spherea2 at u50° for the~a! 39TE1 region and~b! 39TM1 region.
The spheres are in contact and the radius of the first sphere is
at a152.5 mm. Both spheres have the same dielectric constan«1

5«25(1.59)2. Filled circles represent the exact results and cros
show the results by the perturbed DMTB model.
e

r
iar

behavior, i.e., it is very similar to that of the SMTB model
Fig. 7~b! though it is shifted to the lower side. The antibon
ing branch, on the other hand, consists of sharp and br
peaks. In particular, peaks aroundS528.62 are missing. This
behavior is due to the level crossing between the bond
modes of 35TE2 and the antibonding modes of 39TM
Clear evidence of their coexistence is seen form52 in the
region of 28.6<S<28.64. The lower broad peak and th
upper sharp peak correspond, respectively, to them52
modes of resonances 35TE2 and 39TM1. Asm increases, the
bonding peak of mode 35TE2 shifts to the higher side wh
that of 39TM1 moves downward. These peaks are alm
degenerate atm54 or 5. Due to the interaction, both peak
have almost the same width. This peak width is determin
by the dissipation due to 35TE2 mode. The disappearanc
peaks aroundS528.62 is nothing but the repulsion betwee
the almost-degenerate peaks. Thus, the origin of the pec
behavior of the antibonding branch is attributed to the le
crossing with the mode 35TE2.

To discuss the peak shift of (b,l ,m,n) mode due to the
interaction with (b8,l 8,m,n8) mode we decouple Eqs.~5.1!
as follows:

S cotd l
b2 i 2 iAl ,m; l ,m

b,b
2 ihAl ,m; l 8,m

b,b8

2 iAl 8,m; l ,m
b8,b cotd l 8

b82 i 2 ihAl 8,m; l 8,m
b8,b8 D

3S ãl ,m
1,b1ãl ,m

2,b

ãl 8,m
1,b81hãl 8,m

2,b8 D
5S c̃l ,m

1,b1 c̃l ,m
2,b

c̃l 8,m
1,b81h c̃l 8,m

2,b8 D , ~6.1a!

S cotd l
b2 i 1 iAl ,m; l ,m

b,b
ihAl ,m; l 8,m

b,b8

iAl 8,m; l ,m
b8,b cotd l 8

b82 i 1 ihAl 8,m; l 8,m
b8,b8 D

3S ãl ,m
1,b2ãl ,m

2,b

ãl 8,m
1,b82hãl 8,m

2,b8 D
5S c̃l ,m

1,b2 c̃l ,m
2,b

c̃l 8,m
1,b82h c̃l 8,m

2,b8 D . ~6.1b!

Here, h5(21)l 1 l 81I b1I b8 and arguments inA’s are com-
monly given by (k0 ,R21). In the decoupling procedure, w
use the symmetry property ofA’s with respect to the inver-
sion R12→R21 in Appendix C. From the viewpoint of the
response function, it is enough to study the complex zero
the determinant of coefficient matrices in Eqs.~6.1!. Let us
focus on the case ofb85b. To simplify the analysis all the
parameters except for cotdl

b are evaluated at the Mie reso
nanceSl ,n

b . This evaluation is denoted by the superscript
Then, the determinant of Eq.~6.1a! gives

cotd l
b5 i 1 iAl ,m; l ,m

0 2
hAl ,m; l 8,m

0 Al 8,m; l ,m
0

cot~d l 8
b8!02 i 2 ihAl 8,m; l 8,m

0
.

~6.2!
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FIG. 15. Distribution of the electric fielduEu within thexz and theyz planes (2a<x,y<a, 2a<z<3a) at some of the MDR peaks o
the energy spectra by the perturbed DMTB model. The field distributions are also calculated by the perturbed DMTB model. The
field is polarized within thexz plane. The darker region corresponds to the higher field.~a! and~b! are the bonding and antibonding stat
of the 39TE1 mode atu50°. The peak for~c! is chosen from a dense collection of peaks centering at the Mie resonance of mode
at u545°. ~a!, ~b!, and~c! correspond respectively to~a!, ~b!, and~f! in Fig. 5.
of

al

-
i-

es
ak
This equation is further simplified by the linearization
cotdl

b , Eq. ~4.7!, and the following relation from Eqs.~C7!
and ~C16! of Appendix C:

Al 8,m; l ,m5~21! l 1 l 8
l ~ l 11!

l 8~ l 811!
Al ,m; l 8,m

> i ~21! l 1m
l ~ l 11!

l 8~ l 811!
uAl ,m; l 8,mu. ~6.3!

Here, the last approximation holds forl ,l 8@1 and l 1 l 8
.2ak0. Thus, the MDR position of (b,l ,m,n) mode within
the DMTB model is given by

S5Sl ,n
b 2 iD l ,n

b 1~21! l 1mD l ,n
b uAl ,m; l ,mu1DSl ,n

b ,
~6.4a!
DSl ,n
b >2

l ~ l 11!

l 8~ l 811!
D l ,n

b
uAl ,m; l 8,m

0 u2

cot~d l 8
b8!02 i 1~21! l 1muAl 8,m; l 8,m

0 u
.

~6.4b!

Replacement of (21)l 1m→2(21)l 1m gives the solution to
Eq. ~6.1b!.

Obviously, the peak shift hinges on the sign of the re
and imaginary parts ofDSl ,n

b . The denominator ofDSl ,n
b is

generally governed by cot(dl8
b8)0. The Mie resonance posi

tions of modesl 8>40 are much higher than those of pos

tions 39TE1 and 39TM1. In this case, cot(dl8
b8)0 gives a large

positive value and dominates the denominator ofDSl ,n
b .

Thus, DSl ,n
b becomes negative and the peaks of mod

39TE1 and 39TM1 move downward. In addition, the pe
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shift decreases rapidly with the increasingl 8 because of the

huge increase of cot(dl8
b8)0. Mode l 8538, on the other hand

has a Mie resonance atS527.458 76 and 27.928 36 so th

cot(dl8
b8)0 gives a large negative value. Therefore,DSl ,n

b be-
comes positive and pushes up the peak positions. This is
the case for l 8534, which has a Mie resonance atS
527.970 29 and 28.387 42. In this approximation, therefo
the peak shift due to mode (b8,l 8,m,n8) is mainly deter-
mined by the denominator ofDSl ,n

b . The decrease ofDSl ,n
b

with the increase ofumu is due to its numeratoruAl ,m; l 8,m
0 u2.

Peak width is determined byu2D l ,n
b 1Im(DSl ,n

b )u. Within
the present approximation, Im(DSl ,n

b ) is always negative and
broadens the peak. However, its magnitude is too sma
account for the exact results. To analyze the peak broa
ing, therefore, we have to use at least the perturbed DM
model.

In summary, we have studied the MDR’s of a bisphere
detail from the viewpoint of the electromagnetic ener
stored in the bisphere. Compared with the scattering c
sections, we observe a series of clear resonances in th
ternal energy spectrum. The energy spectrum is compose
the bonding and antibonding branches originating from
Mie resonance of each sphere. These branches are comp
of sharp peaks owing to the removal of the degeneracy w
respect tom. For higherm, the split between the bonding an
antibonding modes becomes smaller. The bonding and a
bonding states are visualized in a series of contour map
the internal electric field. The analysis of the energy sp
trum is based on theab initio tight-binding formalism. The
present formalism provides us with a simple interpretation
the overlap integral in the photonic version. The SMT
model gives a qualitative explanation of various characte
tics of the energy spectra. We also present the pertur
DMTB model, which incorporates the dissipative nature
the lower-order resonance modes. Almost all the charac
istic features are reproduced by the perturbed DMTB mo

FIG. 16. Energy spectrum of 39TM1135TE2 modes obtained
by the DMTB model. The incidence angle is chosen atu510° with
the xz in-plane polarization. Thick line shows the energy summ
over 0<m<10. The contribution from eachm is plotted by thin
line with an appropriate scale factor as a guide for the eyes.
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The application of the present formalism to a cluster
spheres such as triangular or tetrahedral configuration
straightforward. Also we can apply the present formalism
the photonic band-structure calculation of the higher-or
resonance in 1D, 2D, and 3D systems. These applications
now in progress.
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APPENDIX A: VECTOR SPHERICAL HARMONICS

The vector spherical harmonics~VSH’s! El ,m
b ( f l ,kr,u,f)

are solutions of the Maxwell equation suitable for the sphe
cal boundary condition.3,35 They are defined by

El ,m
M ~ f l ,kr,u,f!5 f l~kr !S eu

im

sinu
2ef

]

]u DYl ,m~u,f!,

~A1a!

El ,m
N ~ f l ,kr,u,f!5er

f l~kr !

kr
l ~ l 11!Yl ,m~u,f!

1
1

kr

d

d~kr !
@kr f l~kr !#

3S eu

]

]u
1ef

im

sinu DYl ,m~u,f!,

~A1b!

wheref l(kr) is either the spherical Bessel functionj l(kr) or
the spherical Hankel function of the first kindhl

(1)(kr). El ,m
M

andEl ,m
N are, respectively, called the transverse electric~TE!

mode and the transverse magnetic~TM! mode. These VSH’s
form a complete set of the Maxwell equations in a unifo
dielectric medium.El ,m

b satisfies the following orthogonal re
lation with respect tou andf:

E dV@El ,m
b ~ f l ,kr,u,f!#* Ep,q

g ~ f p ,kr,u,f!

5d l ,pdm,qdb,g

l ~ l 11!

~2l 11!

3H ~2l 11!u f l~kr !u2 for b5M ,

l u f l 11~kr !u21~ l 11!u f l 21~kr !u2 for b5N.

~A2!

In the definition of the VSH’s, we use the spherical ha
monic Yl ,m . Yl ,m is defined with the associated Legend
function Pl

m . There are two types of definition forPl
m , i.e.,

Hobson’s definition and Ferrers’s definition.39 In the present

d
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paper, we adopt Ferrers’s definition. To avoid confusion
give below their explicit form:

Yl ,m~u,f![~21!mA2l 11

4p

~ l 2m!!

~ l 1m!!
Pl

m~cosu!

3exp~ imf! ~2m< l<m!, ~A3!

wherePl
m is given form>0 as

Pl
m~x![

~12x2!m/2

2l l !

dl 1m

dxl 1m ~x221! l . ~A4!

Pl
m for m,0 is defined viaPl

2m by

Pl
m~x![~21!m

~ l 1m!!

~ l 2m!!
Pl

2m~x!. ~A5!

APPENDIX B: VSH EXPANSION OF PLANE
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE

The explicit form of the expansion coefficientcl ,m
b for the

plane-wave electromagnetic field in Eq.~2.1c! was derived
by several authors.8,40 We give below their explicit expres
sion in terms of the spherical harmonics.

cl ,m
N 5

4p i l 21

l ~ l 11! H F2 lA~ l 2m12!~ l 2m11!

~2l 13!~2l 11!
Yl 11,m21* ~ k̂!

2~ l 11!A~ l 1m!~ l 1m21!

~2l 11!~2l 21!
Yl 21,m21* ~ k̂!GE0

2

1F lA~ l 1m12!~ l 1m11!

~2l 13!~2l 11!
Yl 11,m11* ~ k̂!

1~ l 11!A~ l 2m!~ l 2m21!

~2l 11!~2l 21!
Yl 21,m11* ~ k̂!GE0

1

1F2 lA~ l 1m11!~ l 2m11!

~2l 13!~2l 11!
Yl 11,m* ~ k̂!

1~ l 11!A ~ l 1m!~ l 2m!

~2l 11!~2l 21!
Yl 21,m* ~ k̂!GE0

zJ . ~B1!

Here, k̂5k/uku and E0
65 1

2 (E0
x6 iE0

y). cl ,m
M can be immedi-

ately obtained from the above formula by changingE0
6

→H0
65 1

2 (H0
x6 iH 0

y), E0
z→H0

z and multiplying i on the
right-hand side.

A simple relation exists betweencl ,m
b andcl ,2m

b . Suppose
that k lies on thexz plane and all the components ofE0 are
real. Then, it is easy to show by using Eq.~B1! that

cl ,m
b 5~21! l 1I pol~cl ,m

b !* , cl ,2m
b 5~21! l 1m1I b~cl ,m

b !* ,
~B2!

where I pol is either 1 or 2 corresponding to thexz or y
polarization, andI b is 1 or 2 for b5N or b5M , respec-
tively. From these two relations we have

cl ,2m
b 5~21!m1I b1I polcl ,m

b . ~B3!

By applying the relations~B3! for cl ,m
b and ~C7c! for

Al ,m;p,m
g,b (k0 ,Ri j ) to Eq. ~2.3!, we have
e al ,2m
i ,b 5~21!m1I b1I polal ,m

i ,b . ~B4!

This shows the degeneracy of the internal energy with
spect tom and2m because it depends only onual ,m

i ,b u2. The
relation~B3! will also be used in Appendix D to classify th
normal states of Mie resonance in a single sphere.

APPENDIX C: VECTOR ADDITION THEOREM

The vector addition theorem has been treated in a var
of work.24–26 In this paper we use the coefficientAl ,m;p,m

g,b in
two ways. One is for the exact numerical calculation and
other is for the tight-binding calculation.

In the exact calculation, we need the whole set ofAl ,m;p,m
g,b

for 1< l , p< l max andumu< l max. This can be done by a ver
efficient recurrence relation derived Mackowski based on
scalar addition theorem.13 Since we useYl ,m instead ofPl

m in
Mackowski’s original paper, we quote his results briefly
the former part of this appendix with the appropriate mo
fication due to the different definition ofAl ,m;p,m

g,b . Readers
should refer to the original paper for detailed derivation
his recurrence relation.

In the tight-binding calculation, eachAl ,m;p,m
g,b can be cal-

culated in terms of the Wigner 3-j symbols.37 Again, the
coefficients involving the Wigner 3-j symbols are efficiently
obtained by the recurrence relation found by Bruning a
Lo.9 This is briefly summarized in the latter part of this a
pendix.

We start with the scalar addition theorem for the ax
translation fromRi to Rj , both of which lie on thez axis:

hl
(1)~k0r j !Yl ,m~u j ,f j !

5 (
p50

`

j p~k0r i !Yp,m~u i ,f i !Cp,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !,

~C1!

whereRj i 5Ri2Rj is parallel or antiparallel to thez axis. It
is straightforward to derive the following recurrence relati
for Cl ,m;p,m :

Cp,m; l ,m5A~2l 11!~2l 21!

~ l 1m!~ l 2m!
SA~ l 1m21!~ l 2m21!

~2l 21!~2l 23!

3Cp,m; l 22,m1A ~p1m!~p2m!

~2p11!~2p21!
Cp21,m; l 21,m

2A~p1m11!~p2m11!

~2p13!~2p11!
Cp11,m; l 21,mD ,

~C2a!

Cp,6(m11);m11,6(m11)

5A2m13

2m12SA~p1m11!~p1m!

~2p11!~2p21!
Cp21,6m;m,6m

1A~p2m11!~p2m!

~2p13!~2p11!
Cp11,6m;m,6mD . ~C2b!

Note thatCl ,m;p,m vanishes whenl or p is smaller thanumu.
The initial values ofCp,0;0,0 are given by the formula
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Cp,0;0,05~2 cosu j i !
pA2p11hl

(1)~k0uRj i u!. ~C3!

From the set of equations~C2! and ~C3! we calculate
Cp,m; l ,m in the following manner. First we use Eqs.~C2b!
and ~C3! to calculate$Cp,6m;m,6m% for 0<m< l max and 0
<p< l max11. The remaining coefficients are$Cp,m; l ,m% for
l>umu. These are obtained by first settingm56( l 21) in
Eq. ~C2a!. Then, the first term vanishes and we obta
Cp,6( l 21);l ,6( l 21) . OnceCp,6( l 21);l ,6( l 21) is obtained, Eq.
~C2a! successively yields the whole set of$Cp,m; l ,m% for l
>umu. In addition, it is easy to confirm the following sym
metry properties ofCp,m; l ,m :

Cp,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !5~21! l 1pCl ,2m;p,2m~k0 ,Rj i !

5~21! l 1pCp,m; l ,m~k0 ,Ri j !

5Cp,2m; l ,2m~k0 ,Rj i !. ~C4!

The vector addition coefficients can be immediately o
tained fromCp,m; l ,m . SinceAl ,m;p,m

g,b 5Al ,m;p,m
b,g and Al ,m;p,m

b,b

5Al ,m;p,m
g,g , we writeAl ,m;p,m

g,b as follows:

Ap,m; l ,m
g,b ~k0 ,R!5H Ap,m; l ,m~k0 ,R! for g5b,

Bp,m; l ,m~k0 ,R! for gÞb.
~C5!

Then,Ap,m; l ,m andBp,m; l ,m are given in terms ofCp,m; l ,m as

Ap,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !

5Cp,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !1
k0Zji

p11
A~p1m11!~p2m11!

~2p13!~2p11!

3Cp11,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !1
k0Zji

p
A ~p1m!~p2m!

~2p11!~2p21!

3Cp21,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !, ~C6a!

Bp,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !5 ik0Zji

m

p~p11!
Cp,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !,

~C6b!

where Zji is the z component ofRj i . By using the above
formulas and the relation~C4! for Cp,m; l ,m , we arrive at the
following relations forAp,m; l ,m :

Ap,m; l ,m~k0 ,Rj i !5~21! l 1pAp,m; l ,m~k0 ,Ri j ! ~C7a!

5~21! l 1p
p~p11!

l ~ l 11!
Al ,2m;p,2m~k0 ,Rj i !

~C7b!

5Ap,2m; l ,2m~k0 ,Rj i !. ~C7c!

Relations forBp,m: l ,m are obtained by multiplying (21) on
the right-hand side of Eqs.~C7!.

The coefficientsAp,m: l ,m andBp,m: l ,m can also be obtained
in terms of the Wigner 3-j symbols. ForR5(0,0,Z) with
Z.0, they are given as
-

Ap,m; l ,m~k0 ,R!5~21!mi p2 l
2p11

2p~p11!(n
~2 i !n

3@ l ~ l 11!1p~p11!2n~n11!#

3a~m,l ;2m,p;n!hn
(1)~k0Z!, ~C8a!

Bp,m; l ,m~k0 ,R!522imk0Z~21!mi p2 l
2p11

2p~p11!

3(
n

~2 i !na~m,l ;2m,p;n!hn
(1)~k0Z!.

~C8b!

Here, n runs overu l 2pu, u l 2pu12, . . . ,l 1p, and a(m,l ;
2m,p;n) are given in terms of the Wigner 3-j symbol9 as

a~m,l ;2m,p;n!

5~2n11!A~ l 1m!!

~ l 2m!!

~p2m!!

~p1m!! S l , p, n

0, 0, 0D
3S l , p, n

m, 2m, 0D . ~C9!

According to Bruning and Lo,an[a(m,l ;2m,p;n) sat-
isfies the following recurrence relation:9

gnan2~gn211gn2224m2!an221gn23an2450,
~C10!

wheregn is given by

gn5
@~ l 1p11!22n2#@n22~ l 2p!2#

4n221
. ~C11!

The recurrence relation~C10! is obtained by settingn5 l
1p12 and lettingal 1p1250. This yields al 1p22 when
combined with the following expression foral 1p :

al 1p5
~2l !! ~2p!! @~ l 1p!! #2

p! l ! ~p1m!! ~ l 2m!! ~2p12l !!
. ~C12!

The successive use of Eq.~C10! gives the whole set of$an%
immediately.

The expression~C12! contains a factorial of very large
number such as 156!;10275. To evaluate the product of fac
torials of such large numbers it is very convenient to use
well-known theorem:

N! 5)
j 51

`

pj
nj , nj5 (

k51

` F N

pj
kG . ~C13!

Here,$pj% are prime numbers and@n# is the Gauss function
which gives the smallest integer not greater thann.

A simple estimation formula forAp,m; l ,m and Bp,m; l ,m
would be very convenient for the practical calculation of t
transfer integral between modes (g,p,m) and (b,l ,m). We
give below a handy formula valid forl ,p@1 and k0z, l
1p. In this case, the term ofn5 l 1p in Eqs. ~C8! is the
largest becausehn

(1)(k0Z) is an exponentially growing func
tion of n. Its asymptotic form is given by
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hn~k0Z!>2 i
exp@~n11/2!~a2tanha!#

~n11/2!Asechatanha
. ~C14!

Here, a is defined by the equationk0Z5(n1 1/2)/cosha.
By using the Stirling formulaN! >A2pNNNe2N for al 1p in
Eq. ~C12!, it is straightforward to derive the following for
mula for Ap,m; l ,m andBp,m; l ,m :

Ap,m; l ,m~k0 ,r !>22l ~21! l 1mhl 1p
(1) ~k0Z!

3A ~ l 1p!

p~p1m!~ l 2m!

3
l l pp

~p1m!p1m~ l 2m! l 2m
, ~C15a!

Bp,m; l ,m~k0 ,r !>22i
m

p
k0Z~21! l 1mhl 1p

(1) ~k0Z!

3A ~ l 1p!

p~p1m!~ l 2m!

3
l l pp

~p1m!p1m~ l 2m! l 2m
. ~C15b!

This is called the maximum term approximation. Substi
tion of Eq. ~C14! into ~C15! yields

Ap,m; l ,m> i ~21! l 1muAp,m; l ,mu,

Bp,m; l ,m>~21! l 1m11sgn~m!uBp,m; l ,mu. ~C16!

By using the maximum term approximation, it is easy
show thatuAp,m; l ,mu@uBp,m; l ,mu and thatuAp,m; l ,mu is a de-
creasing function ofumu.

APPENDIX D: NORMAL MODE OF THE MIE
RESONANCE

The Mie resonance of a single sphere is determined by
condition cotdl

b50. This condition gives the resonance si
parameterSl ,n

b . The indexn denotes the radial behavior o
the internal electric field. Thus, the Mie resonance is labe
by (b,l ,n). Now, the internal field is generally given as
linear combination of the VSH’sEl ,m

b ( j l ,kr,u,f). At the
Mie resonance,k is given byA«Sl ,n

b /a. Here,« anda are the
dielectric constant and the radius of the sphere. Theref
VHS is labeled by (b,l ,m,n) at the Mie resonance. What is
then, the role ofm?

To clarify the role ofm let us consider the incidence of
plane wave along thez axis. Appendix C shows that it ha
only m561 components. Therefore, the internal field
given by the linear combination ofEl ,1

b andEl ,21
b . The coef-

ficients of the linear combination are determined by the sy
metry relation ofcl ,61

b . This gives the famous WG pattern
For off-axis incidence, the plane wave has nonzero co

ponents formÞ61. Therefore, the internal field is given a
a sum of various VHS’s. To simplify this summation we c
use the symmetry relation~B4! betweenal ,m

b andal ,2m
b . We

introduce a normal fieldFl ,m
b , which is a linear combination

of El ,m
b and El ,2m

b according to the relation~B4!. Note that
-

e

d

e,

-

-

the normal mode depends onb, m, and the polarization of
the incident light. Thus, the internal field is now given as
sum of various normal fieldsFl ,m

b . They are combined so
that the same WG pattern is reproduced when the incide
direction is chosen as a newz axis.

Though dependent on the nature of the incident light,
normal modes are a very convenient concept. They show
the actual degeneracy of the Mie resonance isl 11 because
m runs from 0 throughl. Other combinations of VSH’s or-
thogonal toFl ,m

b are not excited. In addition,Fl ,m
b is the ob-

servable field pattern as in the case of on-axis incidence. T
is especially important for the bisphere case. The bisph
configuration gives the interaction betweenFl ,m

b of different
spheres. This interaction depends onm. Therefore, the (l
11)-fold degeneracy is removed. This results in a collect
of peaks in the bonding and antibonding branches of
energy spectrum. Each peak, therefore, corresponds to
bonding and antibonding combinations ofFl ,m

b in each
sphere. To interpret the internal field state in the bisphere
need the characteristic field pattern ofFl ,m

b .
We are interested in the field pattern along the circumf

ence of the sphere. Therefore, we list up in Table I theu and
f dependence of each component of the normal modeFl ,m

b .
They are obtained straightforwardly from Eqs.~A1! and
~B4!. It should be noted thatFr is usually much larger than
Fu or Ff if it exists. To draw the field pattern we also list i
Table II the number of maxima foruPl

mu, umPl
m/sinuu, and

u]Pl
m/]uu in the range 0<u<p. In addition, we note that

within the xy planePl
m50 andmPl

m/sinu50 for odd l 2m
while ]Pl

m/]u50 for evenl 2m. Combined use of Tables
and II gives the characteristic field pattern. Below we d
scribe this procedure, taking the case ofb5N andxz polar-
ized incident light as an example.

When b5N and the polarization is within thexz plane,
we haveI pol1I b52. Therefore,f m

1(f) and f m
2(f) in Table

I are, respectively, given by 2 cos(mf) and 2i sin(mf). Let
us deal first with the case ofm50. In this case, the main
component isFr with a Pl dependence onu. uPl u has 2l
maxima along the circumference. Thus, the field patte
within the xz and yz planes are commonly given by th
ringlike 2l spots.

Let us next consider the case ofm.0. Table I shows that
the field pattern within thexy plane is given by cosmf irre-
spective of the values ofl 2m. Thus, we have 2m ringlike
spots within thexy plane. The field pattern within thexz
plane (f50 or p) is dominated byFr with a Pl

m depen-
dence onu. Therefore, it consists of 2(l 2m11) ringlike
spots.

On the other hand, the field pattern within theyz plane
(f5p/2 or 3p/2) is different whenm is even or odd. When
m is even, sinmf vanishes so that the main component isFr

with Pl
m dependence onu. Thus, the field pattern is very

similar to that within thexz plane. Whenm is odd,Fr andFu

vanish andFf dominates with amPl
m/ sinu dependence on

u. Therefore, the field pattern is governed by the huge pe
nearu50 andp, and 2(l 2m11) ringlike spots lose their
contrast. Other cases can be treated in the same way.

Note that whenm is even thexz and yz in-plane field
patterns are very similar to each other for any mode and
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polarization. This universal feature can be verified fro
Tables I and II.

Finally, we study the parity of the main component of t
normal mode under the inversion ofz→2z, i.e., u→p2u.
The normal field depends onu in three ways: Pl

m ,
mPl

m/sinu, and ]Pl
m/]u. Since Pl

m satisfies Pl
m(2x)

5(21)l 1mPl
m(x), the parity of Pl

m and mPl
m/sinu is 11

while ]Pl
m/]u is 21 whenl 2m is even. In addition,r andu

components change sign withz→2z while that of f re-
e

mains unchanged. On the basis of these facts and the id
fication of the main components of normal field in Table I,
is straightforward to show that the parity of the main co
ponent withz→2z is generally given by (21)l 1m11 except
for the following three cases:~1! yz in-plane contour of TM
modes with oddm for xz polarization incidence,~2! xz in-
plane contour of TM modes fory polarization incidence, and
~3! yz in-plane contour of TM modes with evenm for y
polarization incidence.
a,
u-

a,

ed

us

t
to

in
.
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